
Come aboard the ship of dreams in this heart-stopping and riveting ride through the final moments of the 
Titanic’s fateful journey. On April 14, 1912 the RMS Titanic, on her maiden voyage from Southampton to New 
York, collided with an iceberg, and tragic history was made. Based on actual characters aboard the greatest 
ship in the world, this stunning musical focuses on the hopes and aspirations of its passengers and the exciting 
new adventures they seek. TITANIC is certain to captivate history lovers and musical theater fans alike, leaving 
audiences spellbound in its wake!
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NUMBERS
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ACT I
Overture
In Every Age
How Did They Build Titanic?
Fare-thee-well
There She Is
Loading Inventory
The Largest Moving Object
Pitman’s Announcement #1
I Must Get On That Ship #1
Pitman’s Announcement #2
I Must Get On That Ship #2
Mrs. Beane [The First-Class Roster]
Opening Finale [Godspeed Titanic]
Wolf Rock
Barrett’s Song
The Glinka #1 (Beanes)
The Glinka #2 (Clarkes)
What A Remarkable Age This Is!
Cap Lights
To Be A Captain (Murdoch)
Lady’s Maid
I Give You My Hand
The Proposal/The Night Was Alive
Hymn: God Lift Me Up
Doing The Latest Rag
I Have Danced
No Moon #1
Autumn
No Moon #2

ACT II
Entr’acte
Wake Up, Wake Up!
Dressed In Your Pyjamas In The Grand Salon
Staircase
The Blame
To The Lifeboats
We’ll Meet Tomorrow
To Be A Captain (Etches)
Still
Mr. Andrews’ Vision
The Foundering
Finale
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THOMAS ANDREWS – Managing director of Harland and Wolff, the company that built the RMS Titanic; head 
architect of the ship

ALICE BEANE – The social climbing wife of the hardware store owner, Edgar; 2nd class passenger

CAPTAIN SMITH – Captain of the RMS Titanic

CHARLES CLARK – a young, British man; 2nd class passenger

ISIDOR STRAUS – 1st-Class Passenger in his late 60’s, aboard the ship with his wife, Ida

J. BRUCE ISMAY – Chairman and managing director of the White Star Line, the company that owned the Titanic

KATE MCGOWAN – Irish girl travelling to America in search for a better life

HAROLD BRIDE – Junior wireless officer, responsible for relaying CQD messages to other ships in the vicinity 

FREDERICK BARRETT – the stoker of the ship

CHARACTERS

Approximately 2 hours and 30 minutes, including one 15-minute intermission 

General Audiences
Please note that children under the age of 3 will not be admitted to the theater.

RUN TIME

PARENTAL
GUIDELINES
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SYNOPSIS
(CONTAINS SPOILERS)

ACT I
Titanic’s designer, Thomas Andrews marvels at the wondrous things mankind has accomplished (“In Every Age”); 
with the RMS Titanic becoming the newest feat once thought impossible. Stoker Fred Barrett arrives at the dock 
in Southampton, amazed by the feat of engineering (“How Did They Build Titanic?”). He is joined by lookout 
Frederick Fleet and wireless telegraph operator Harold Bride and they gaze in awe at the “Ship of Dreams” 
(“There She Is”) as the crew arrives.

The ship’s passengers arrive, the Titanic sets sail and the assembled company wishes her a safe crossing 
(“Godspeed Titanic”). Now at sea, Ismay arrives on the bridge to inform Smith that he plans for the Titanic to 
arrive in New York on Tuesday afternoon rather than Wednesday morning, while Andrews insists that the maiden 
voyage be a safe one. As they’ve cleared land, Smith allows Titanic’s speed to be increased slightly. Barrett, in the 
boiler room, disagrees with the order on such a new ship, but nonetheless complies (“Barrett’s Song”).

As the voyage continues, Ismay demands increasingly more speed, so the ship can build an impressive reputation. 
Smith complies despite Andrews’ objections and warnings of icebergs in their course. Smith hails 1st Officer 
Murdoch’s qualities, deeming him ready to assume a command of his own, but Murdoch feels he is not yet ready 
to handle the responsibilities of the job (“To Be a Captain”).

On Sunday morning, the First Class passengers attend religious services (“God Lift Me Up”), then dance on deck to 
(“The Latest Rag”). As evening draws near, the temperature drops and lookout, Fleet, finds the weather conditions 
difficult for spotting icebergs (“No Moon”). On deck, Kate McGowan tells Farrell that she needs to marry as she is 
carrying the child of a married man, and he accepts.

Suddenly, Fleet spots an iceberg and alerts the bridge. Murdoch, the senior officer, takes evasive action, but the 
Titanic strikes the iceberg. 



SYNOPSIS
(CONT.)
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SYNOPSIS
(CONTAINS SPOILERS)

ACT II
The stewards begin waking the confused passengers, while not having much information themselves (“Wake Up, 
Wake Up”). Captain Smith arrives on the bridge and is briefed on the situation. He orders all passengers to put on 
life vests, for Bride to begin sending distress messages and for Andrews to inspect the damage. Andrews informs 
Smith and Ismay that the damage inflicted is more than the ship is designed to endure and that the ship will sink, 
reminding them that there are only enough lifeboats for less than half of the people aboard.

In the First Class Dining Salon, passengers refuse to believe that anything is wrong with the ship and are annoyed 
at being awakened in the middle of the night (“Dressed in Your Pyjamas”). All passengers and crew members 
quickly hurry to the lifeboats. Women and children are ordered into the lifeboats first while the men are forced 
to stay behind (“To the Lifeboats”). Murdoch orders Fleet and Barrett into the last lifeboat to help man the oars, 
but Barrett doesn’t know how to row and lets Farrell, into the boat instead. Barrett bids farewell to his absent 
girlfriend while the rest of the passengers do the same to their loved ones (“We’ll Meet Tomorrow”).

The bellboy tells the captain that all of the lifeboats have been launched and that those remaining aboard must 
accept their fate. As the captain declares the ship officially lost, Andrews—life vest unworn—remains in the first-
class smoking room, obsessing over the ship’s plans. He visualizes redesigning her as well as the final moments of 
the souls left aboard as the ship sinks beneath the waves (“Mr. Andrews’ Vision”).

In the early hours of the morning, the survivors are rescued by the ship Carpathia. Many of them recount the 
tragedy of the Titanic, mourning the loss of people and ship. Bride and Ismay, along with several of the survivors, 
discuss the possibilities that could have prevented the disaster (“The Foundering”). The survivors express hope 
that they will one day be reunited with their lost loved ones and abandoned dreams (“Finale”).


